Abstract. We prove that the linearized Riesz transforms and the imaginary powers of the Laplacian are Hi-bounded on complete Riemannian manifolds satisfying the doubling property' and the Poinca% inequality, where H 1 denotes the Hardy" space on M.
V(x, 2r) _< CV(x, r) for all x E 3I and r > 0. If (1.1) holds, one easily sees that there exist C. D>0 such that for all xC3I, all r>0 and all 0>1,
(1.2) v(x, oF) <_ coDv(x. ~).
Say that the uniform L2-Poinca% inequality holds on 3I if there exists a positive constant C such that, for all xEM and r>0.
(1.3)
~(~,,.) lf(x)-fu(x,,.)l 2 dx<<_Cr 2 fu(:,..2,.)llVf(x)ll2 dx
for all fcC~(B(x, 2r)), where 1 f f(y) dy.
tt is well known (see [18] ) that the conjunction of (1.1) and (t.3) implies the socalled Neumaml-Poincar~ inequality': there exists C>0 such that. for all xr M and r>0, (1.4) s
If(x)--fB(x.~)12dx~Cr2/
IlVf(f)ll2 dx (x:~9 g u(z.,.)
for all fEC~(B(x,r)).
Since M satisfies the doubling property (1.1), it is a space of homogeneous type. One may therefore consider the Hardy" space H 1 (31) as defined in [9] . We briefly recall how H i (A4) is defined. Sa.v that a complex-valued function a on ~I is an atom if it is supported in a ball B(yo, r) and satisfies This means that uE~a(M) if u is harmonic and there exist C>0 and poEM so that lu(x)l<C(l+d(x,po)) d for all xCM. Notice that the celebrated conjecture of Yau, which states that Jtd(AI) is finite dimensional, is solved by Li and Tam for d=l, [19] , in the case when M has nonnegative Ricci curvature, and by Colding and Minicozzi for all d_> 1 on manifolds satisfying the doubling volume property' and the Neumann-Poincar6 inequality, [10] , Theorem 0.7.
The Riesz transform on M is the operator R=VA -1/2. For uE~l(3l), we define, as in [22] , the linearized Riesz transform R. by We first say a few words about the geometric context of these two results.
Assumptions (1.1) and (1.3) are satisfied when M has nonnegative Ricci curvature. Indeed, by the Bishop comparison theorem (see [5] ). M satisfies the doubling property. Also, in [6] , P. Buser showed that these manifolds satis~ the Poincar~ inequality. Recall that both (1.1) and (1.3) remain valid if 3I is quasiqsometric to a manifold with nonnegative Ricci curvature, or is a cocompact covering manifold whose deck transformation group has polynomial growth. [12] . Note that there exist manifolds satisfying (1.1) and (1.3) and whose Ricci curvature is not nonnegative.
First considered in R n, the issue of Riesz transforms on Riemannian manifolds has been raised in [32] . Note that Riesz transforms have been studied in various geometric contexts, such as Riemannian manifolds (see [20] , [3] ), Lie groups (see [21] , [271, {1]), discrete groups (see [17] ) and graphs (see [25] , [26] ). See [2] for an extended bibliography on the subject. Here. we concentrate on the case of Riemannian manifolds. Under very weak assumptions on 3I (namely, under (1.1) and an on-diagonal upper bound on the kernel of e-t~), it is proved in [11] that [~7/~-1/2[ is LP-bounded for all 1<p_<2 and weak (1, 1) . When M has nonnegative Pdcci curvature, the Riesz transform is LP-bounded for all l<p<+2c ( [3] ). Its H 1-L 1 boundedness is proved in [7] on Riemannian manitolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature, and in [26] under the assumptions of Theorem 1.
If one looks for an Hl-boundedness statement for Riesz transforms on manifolds, a new difficulty appears. Indeed, ~7A-1/2f is a vector-valued function, and it is not clear how to define a vector-valued H 1 space in this context. To overcome this difficulty, we take the scalar product of the Riesz transform with the gradient of a function in 7-/1 (M). Thus, one obtains a scalar-valued operator, called the linearized Riesz transform, which was first introduced in [22] , where the Ha-boundedness of the linearized Riesz transform on Riemannian manifolds with nonnegative Ricci curvature is established.
In the Euclidean setting, the operators A i3 are H~-bounded, (this is a consequence of the classical Calderdn-Zygmund theory, see e.g. [31] [23] . For other geometric settings, see for example [8] and [29] .
The proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 are similar. They go through a duality argument, which we quickly explain for R~,. In fact. to prove the Hl-boundedness of R~, it is enough to show that there exists C>0 such that. for all atoms a and O~Cc(M), (1.8) 
~I R,,a(z)o(:c) doc <_ C[[O[[BMO, (see Section 2.2 for the definition of BMO and further explanations).
To prove (1.8), one first introduces a truncated version R ..... e>0. of R,, and proves that, for all atoms a and all g>0. R~,.~aELI(3I) and R,,.~a has integral 0 over M, which is a consequence of the harmonicity of u. Then. thanks to the L2-boundedness of R~.~, weighted L2-estimates for the gradient of the heat kernel (see Section 2.1) and some classical estimates for BMO fimctions, one proves (1.8) with R~,e instead of R~, with a constant C>0 independent of ~. Letting s go to 0 yields (1.8).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2. we recall some known facts about the heat kernel of ill (Subsection 2.1) and the BMO space on eli (Subsection 2.2). In Section 3. we first prove that R,.~a has integral 0 and then that (1.8) holds true. Finally, Theorem 2 is proved in Section 4.
Throughout this article the different constants will ahvays be denoted by the same letter C. When their dependence or independence is significant, it will be clearly stated.
Preliminaries

Heat kernel estimates
In the sequel, we denote by Pt the heat kernel on 3I. i.e. the kernel of e -tA.
Moreover, if y and Y0 are two fixed points in 3I. define, for all xE3l and all t>0,
qt (x) = > (~, y) -> (x. yo).
When _~I satisfies (1.1) and (1.3), it is proved m [28] (see also [16] ) that there exist c~, C1, c2, C2 > 0 such that. for all z, y E 3I and all t > 0.
Cl e-Cld2(x.y)/t <_pt(x, 9) < V(ct~) e -c2d2(Jcy)/t.
Moreover, the parabolic Harnack inequality holds on 3I (actually, it is proved in [28] that the conjunction of (1.1) and (1.3) is equivalent to the parabolic Harnaek inequality on g,I, which is itself equivalent to (2.1)). As a consequence of this inequality, one easily obtains that Pt is H61der continuous (see [26] 
As a consequence of Lemma 1, we have proved the following estimate in [26] . Recall (see [11] ) that, as a consequence of the upper estimate of Pt in (2.1), one also has the following estimate. where K>0 only depends on M.
Hl-boundedness of R~
For all c>0, define the truncated operator R~.~ by
The following holds.
Lemma 4. For all fEC~:(M), lira R~,.~ f = R~, f in L2(3I). r f E C~ (:I).
Proof. The proof relies on H :~ calculus for A (see [24] and [331). Fix pr 1 and set F, = {z E C : [ arg z[ <p}.
For all zEF, and all e>0, define 
/1/~ e-t'~z 1/2 dt
--; ~ia(lj).~ 'jf3i(VoK()j).V~l(2t))p,(gc.~l)dz ~d~.
Hl-boundedness of Pdesz transforms and iinaginary powers of the Laplacian Proposition 1 will therefore be a consequence of 
The Cauchy Schwarz inequality, Lemma 3, (2.3) and the doubling property yield
Therefore, which completes the proof of the Hl-boundedness of y~. Finally, recall that, for 3 E R.
7r
Ir(-i3)l = 3sinh~r3 " see [13] . Therefore, IIAi~IIH1---~H 1 ~ C(l+~e~'!~l/2).
which colnpletes the proof of Theorem 2. []
